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1. Introduction
Let G be a simply connected domain with 0 ∈ G. In this work we examine the integral equation
y(z) =
∫
C1
k(z, w)f (w, y(w)) dw for z ∈ G
where C1 is a contour (lying in G) between 0 and z. In this work conditions are imposed on k and f such that the line integrals
of kf are independent of the contour taken. For convenience we will consider the domain to be the ball BT = B(0, T ) = {z ∈
C : |z| < T } (here T > 0 is fixed) and since the line integrals of kf are independent of path, we will just consider C1 to be
the straight line between 0 and z. As a result, in this work we only consider the integral equation
y(z) =
∫ z
0
k(z, w)f (w, y(w)) dw for z ∈ BT . (1.1)
Of course
∫ z
0 means
∫
C1
where C1 is the straight line between 0 and z. We note here that only particular forms of (1.1) have
been considered in the literature; see [1–5] and the references therein.
We next gather together some notation and results which will be needed in this work. For any y = (y1, . . . , yn), z =
(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Cn let
|y| =
(
n∑
i=1
|yi|2
) 1
2
and 〈y, z〉 =
n∑
i=1
yizi.
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Even in the case n = 1 we let 〈y, z〉 denote yz. We let Ak(BT ; Cn), k = 0, 1, . . . , denote the Banach space of functions
u : BT → Cn analytic on BT with u(i), i = 0, 1, . . . , k, continuous on BT , and with norm
|u|k = max
{|u|0, . . . , |u(k)|0} where |u|0 = sup{|u(z)| : z ∈ BT }.
We denote A0 by A.
The following result is well known [1,5,6].
Theorem 1.1. Let u ∈ A1(BT ; Cn) and z0 ∈ BT \ {0}. Then for all t ∈ [0, 1] with |u(tz0)| > 0 we have that
1
2
d
dt
|u(tz0)|2 = Re
〈
du
dt
(tz0), u(tz0)
〉
= Re (z0 〈u′(tz0), u(tz0)〉) .
In Section 2we establish the existence of analytic solutions to (1.1) in the complex domainwhen the nonlinearity satisfies
either a growth condition or amonotonic type condition. Our argumentwill make use of the following nonlinear alternative.
Theorem 1.2 (Leray–Schauder Alternative). Let E be a Banach space, C a closed convex subset of E,U an open subset of C and
0 ∈ U. Suppose N : U → C is a continuous compact map. Then either
(A1) N has a fixed point in U; or
(A2) there exist u ∈ ∂U (the boundary of U in C) and λ ∈ (0, 1) with u = λNu.
2. The existence theory
We first recall [7] the following existence principle for (1.1).
Theorem 2.1. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied:{
f : BT × C→ C with f (z, u) analytic on BT × C
and continuous on BT × C (2.1){
k : BT × BT → C is continuous and for each z ∈ BT
we have kz : BT → C analytic (here kz(w) = k(z, w)) (2.2){
the map z 7→ kz from BT to C(BT , C)
is continuous (2.3)
and
Ry : BT → C is analytic for any y ∈ A(BT , C); (2.4)
here
Ry(z) =
∫ z
0
k(z, w)f (w, y(w)) dw.
Also assume there is a constant M > 0 (independent of λ) with |y|0 6= M for any solution A(BT , C) to
y(z) = λ
∫ z
0
k(z, w)f (w, y(w)) dw for λ ∈ (0, 1). (2.5λ)
Then (1.1) has a solution in A(BT , C).
Proof. Let E = C = A(BT , C) and U = {u ∈ A(BT , C) : |u|0 < M}. For y ∈ A(BT , C) let
Ny(z) =
∫ z
0
k(z, w)f (w, y(w)) dw.
From [7] we know that N : U → A(BT , C) is continuous and compact. Thus Theorem 1.2 (note that (A2) cannot occur)
guarantees that N has a fixed point, i.e. (1.1) has a solution in A(BT , C). 
Remark 2.1. For w = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ Cn we let |w| =
(∑n
i=1 |wi|2
) 1
2 . Theorem 2.1 (for (1.1)) clearly extends to the
case when f : BT × Cn → Cn and k(z, w) is an n × n matrix with complex values for each (z, w) ∈ BT × BT ; here
BT = {z ∈ Cn : |z| < T }.
Remark 2.2. Suppose k(z, w) = Q (z)P(w) with P,Q : BT → C continuous and P,Q : BT → C analytic. Then it is easy to
see [7] that (2.3) and (2.4) hold.
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Remark 2.3. Suppose (2.1) and (2.2) hold and in addition assume that the following condition is satisfied:
there exists a continuous functionΩ : BT × BT → C
withΩ : BT × BT → C analytic and for any  > 0
and z ∈ BT there exists δ > 0 with∣∣∣ k(z+1z,w)−k(z,w)
1z −Ω(z, w)
∣∣∣ < 
whenever 0 < |1z| < δ andw ∈ C0; here C0 is the
straight line between z and 0.
(2.6)
Then from [7] we know that (2.4) holds. As an example suppose k(z, w) = Q (z)P(w) with P,Q : BT → C continuous and
P,Q : BT → C analytic. Then (2.6) holds. To see (2.6) notice thatΩ(z, w) = Q ′(z)P(w) since for z ∈ BT and w on the line
between 0 and z we have∣∣∣∣ [k(z +1z, w)− k(z, w)]1z − Q ′(z)P(w)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣Q (z +1z)− Q (z)1z − Q ′(z)
∣∣∣∣ L0
where L0 = supw∈BT |P(w)|.
We first establish an existence result for (1.1) when f satisfies a growth condition.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose (2.1)–(2.3) and (2.6) hold. In addition suppose that the following conditions hold:there exist a continuous function A : BT → C withA : BT → C analytic and withΩ(z, w) = A(z)k(z, w)for all (z, w) ∈ BT × BT (2.7)
there exists continuous functions µ : [0, T ] → [0,∞)
and φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) with
Re (z 〈λk(tz, tz)f (tz, y)+ A(tz)y, y〉) ≤ µ(tT )φ(|y|)
for all y ∈ C, λ ∈ (0, 1), t ∈ (0, 1), z ∈ BT with |z| = T
(2.8)
and ∫ 1
0
µ(tT ) dt <
∫ ∞
0
x
φ(x)
dx. (2.9)
Then (1.1) has a solution y ∈ A(BT , C) (in fact y ∈ A1(BT , C)).
Remark 2.4. Suppose k(z, w) = Q (z)P(w) with P,Q : BT → C continuous, P,Q : BT → C analytic, Q (z) 6= 0 for z ∈ BT
and Q
′
Q : BT → C continuous. Notice that Remark 2.3 guarantees that (2.6) holds. In addition (2.7) is true with A(z) = Q
′(z)
Q (z)
since (see Remark 2.3)Ω(z, w) = Q ′(z)P(w) = Q ′(z)Q (z) k(z, w).
Proof. Wewish to apply Theorem 2.1. Let y be a solution to (2.5λ) for λ ∈ (0, 1). Now Remark 2.3 (see [7]) guarantees that{
y′(z) = λk(z, z)f (z, y(z))+ A(z)y(z) for z ∈ BT
y(0) = 0. (2.10)
Suppose the maximum of |y(z)|, z ∈ BT occurs at z2.
Case 1. z2 ∈ BT .
Then by the Maximum Modulus Theorem we have that y is a constant, so |y(z)| = constant for z ∈ BT . In particular
|y(z2)| = 0.
Case 2. |z2| = T .
Suppose |y(z2)| > 0. Then since y(0) = 0 there exists a ∈ [0, 1)with
|y(tz2)| > 0 for t ∈ (a, 1] and |y(az2)| = 0.
Now since
1
2
d
d t
|y(tz2)|2 = Re
(
z2
〈
y′(tz2), y(tz2)
〉)
we have for t ∈ (a, 1) that
d
d t
|y(tz2)| ≤ µ(tT )φ(|y(tz2)|)|y(tz2)|
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and integrating from a to 1 yields∫ |y(z2)|
0
u
φ(u)
du ≤
∫ 1
a
µ(tT ) dt,
and so
|y(z2)| ≤ I−1
(∫ 1
0
µ(tT ) dt
)
where I(z) = ∫ z0 uφ(u) du. Let
M = I−1
(∫ 1
0
µ(tT ) dt
)
+ 1
and the result follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Next we establish a result for (1.1) when f satisfies a monotonic type condition.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose (2.1)–(2.3), (2.6) and (2.7) hold. In addition suppose that the following condition is satisfied:
there exists a constant M0 > 0 with
Re (z 〈λk(tz, tz)f (tz, y)+ A(tz)y, y〉) < 0
for all y ∈ C with |y| = M0, λ ∈ (0, 1),
t ∈ (0, 1), z ∈ BT with |z| = T .
(2.11)
Then (1.1) has a solution y ∈ A(BT , C) (in fact y ∈ A1(BT , C)).
Proof. Let y be a solution to (2.5λ) for λ ∈ (0, 1). Then y satisfies (2.10). Suppose the maximum of |y(z)|, z ∈ BT occurs at
z2. If z2 ∈ BT then |y(z2)| = 0. It remains to consider the case |z2| = T . Suppose |y(z2)| > M0. Then since y(0) = 0 there
exists a ∈ [0, 1)with
|y(tz2)| > M0 for t ∈ (a, 1] and |y(az2)| = M0. (2.12)
Let r(s) = |y(sz2)|2 for s ∈ (a, 1]. Note r ′(a) ≥ 0. To see this, note that if r ′(a) < 0 then there exists  > 0 with r ′(s) < 0
for s ∈ (a, a+ ) and so r(s) < r(a) = M20 for s ∈ (a, a+ ), a contradiction. Now (2.11) implies
r ′(a) = 2Re
(
z2
〈
λk(az2, az2)f (az2, y(az2))+ A(az2)y(az2), y(az2)
〉)
< 0,
a contradiction. Thus |y(z2)| ≤ M0. LetM = M0 + 1 and the result follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 2.5. Suppose in Theorem 2.3 we replace (2.11) with the following condition:
there exists α ∈ A1(BT , C)with
α(0) = 0, α(z) > 0 for z ∈ BT \ {0} and
Re (z 〈λk(tz, tz)f (tz, y)+ A(tz)y, y〉)
< Re
(
z
〈
α′(tz), α(tz)
〉)
for all λ ∈ (0, 1), t ∈ (0, 1), z ∈ BT \ {0}
and y ∈ C with |y| = α(tz).
(2.13)
Then (1.1) has a solution y ∈ A(BT , C) (in fact y ∈ A1(BT , C)). To see this let y be a solution to (2.5λ) for λ ∈ (0, 1). Suppose
there exists a z2 ∈ BT \ {0}with |y(z2)| > α(z2). Then since y(0) = α(0) = 0 there exists a ∈ [0, 1)with
|y(tz2)| > α(tz2) for t ∈ (a, 1] and |y(az2)| = α(az2). (2.14)
Let
r(s) = |y(sz2)|2 − α2(sz2)
for s ∈ (a, 1] and note that r ′(a) ≥ 0 (if r ′(a) < 0 then there exists  > 0with r ′(s) < 0 for s ∈ (a, a+) so r(s) < r(a) = 0
for s ∈ (a, a+ ), i.e., |y(sz2)|2 < α2(sz2) for s ∈ (a, a+ ), a contradiction). Now (2.13) implies
r ′(a) = 2Re
(
z2
〈
λk(az2, az2)f (az2, y(az2))+ A(az2)y(az2), y(az2)
〉)
− 2Re
(
z2
〈
α′(az2), α(az2)
〉)
< 0,
a contradiction. Thus |y(z)| ≤ α(z) for all z ∈ BT . Now letM = supz∈BT α(z)+ 1 and the result follows from Theorem 2.1.
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Remark 2.6. It is possible to obtain another result if we argue from s = 1 instead of s = a in Theorem 2.3 (and also in
Remark 2.5). Suppose (2.1)–(2.3), (2.6) and (2.7) hold. In addition suppose that the following condition is satisfied:
there exists a constantM0 > 0 with
Re (z 〈λk(z, z)f (z, y)+ A(z)y, y〉) < 0
for all λ ∈ (0, 1), z ∈ BT with |z| = T
and y ∈ C with |y| > M0.
(2.15)
Then (1.1) has a solution y ∈ A(BT , C) (in fact y ∈ A1(BT , C)). To see this let y be a solution to (2.5λ) forλ ∈ (0, 1) and suppose
that the maximum of |y(z)|, z ∈ BT occurs at z2 with |z2| = T . Note here that y ∈ A1(BT , C). Suppose that |y(z2)| > M0 and
suppose that (2.12) holds. Let r(s) = |y(sz2)|2 for s ∈ (a, 1] and note that r ′(1) ≥ 0. To see this note that if r ′(1) < 0 then
there exists  > 0 with r ′(s) < 0 for s ∈ (1 − , 1) so r(s) > r(1) for s ∈ (1 − , 1), which contradicts the fact that the
maximum of |y(z)| occurs at z2. Now (2.15) implies
r ′(1) = 2Re
(
z2
〈
λk(z2, z2)f (z2, y(z2))+ A(z2)y(z2), y(z2)
〉)
< 0,
a contradiction. Thus |y(z2)| ≤ M0 so the result follows from Theorem 2.1.
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